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downward mobility 86
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intergenerational mobility, Hungary 129
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Primary vocational education
- training for skilled workers 324
- prior academic achievement (TIMSS) math score
  - Russia 331
- prior performance
  - link between social origin and subject choice 241
  - Scotland 239
- private education in UK, long tradition
  - 214
- private schools
  - academically selective in UK 213
  - and public schools, Scotland 234
  - choice, France 288, 292
  - negative effect in university entry 299
- types of 17
- private tutoring, advantaged families 16
- probability of dropout
  - downward track mobility 313
- professional education
  - primary vocational, secondary vocational, higher education, Russia 324
- Professional education and Training (PET) sector 113
  - high SES individuals 123
  - stronger inequalities 115
- Programme for International Student Assessment 272
  - 2006 survey on ability grouping 135
  - data 6–7, 18, 37, 38
  - evaluation in 2000
  - Finland as world leader in educational outcomes at 15, 181
  - findings 69
  - reading assessment 67
  - sample by age 66
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- Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) 46
  - programme on classical Gymnasium 200
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- skills relevant for (future) everyday life 49
- pseudo-vocational vs true secondary vocational track 328
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- public education system 138
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- public universities in Italy 307
- pupils’ achievement, pre-sorting measures 379
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  - sorting 392
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- PIRLS, PISA, PIAAC 48
- comprehension, use of language, Italy 315
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- and mathematics competencies
  - in early life, across countries 53
  - high- and low-social background 54
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  - regression models 52–3
  - performance changes
  - PISA 2000–12 70
  - z scores for 51
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  - relative risk aversion, US 264–5
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Scotland
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subject-specific Higher, exams 234
Scotland, secondary education 234
Scottish and Irish education systems
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Scottish School Leaver Surveys 237–8
secondary education 3, 4
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vocational/technological 373
arrangements 380
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in the US 250
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arrangements 379–81
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comparison 377–98
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short-term and long-term outcomes in
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social advantage transmission, Russia
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300
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